ADULT ORPHANS

WHY PEOPLE STAY AT THE STATE

State Hotel Deli, E & State, Saturday morning, handsome, middle-aged Carlos—who doesn't live at the State Hotel anymore but comes by the deli on weekends to drink coffee, read the paper, then have a beer—commandeers the counter's end seat. "So, where's Mama Sofia this morning? Out shopping?"

"Shopping," he's told. "Mama Sofia's shopping." The red-nosed man who tells him lives upstairs on the third floor. This morning, as always, on the counter before him, "red-noze" spreads the Racing Form.

Next to his Form, he has Camels—"hump-backs." Shakes the pack, says to the woman one stool over, who complains she's left her cigarettes in her room, "Wanna bum a hump-back?"

"Thanks," she does. "Upstairs," she points to the ceiling, "everybody's sleeping."

BY JUDITH MOORE
EIGHTH ANNUAL
PHOTOGRAPHY AWARDS EXHIBITION

California Center for Photography, 255 N. 5th Street, San Diego, CA 92101

Call for Entries

Send your photos to the Museum of Photographic Arts, 8540 University Ave., Suite 106, San Diego, CA 92121.

First Award: $200 First Award: $100 Second Award: $50 Third Award: $25

Deadline: February 1, 2024

Prints must be unmounted and submitted as prints. Digital files will not be accepted.

Exhibitions:

March 1 - April 30, 2024

Awards Ceremony:

May 10, 2024

For more information, visit californiaphoto.org or call 619-451-3000.

To celebrate the addition of FIVE LARGE NEW CENTERS
We are reducing our initiation fee by 50% FOR A FULL YEARS MEMBERSHIP

NOW ONLY $99. PLUS LOW DUES

JOIN TODAY!

- Beach Cities
- Hillcrest
- La Jolla
- Mira Mesa
- La Jolla Cove

MEMBERSHIP

- 599-6500
- 425-6600
- 858-4500
- 619-451-3060
- 619-451-3061

FAMILY FITNESS CENTERS

- Family Fitness Centers

- La Jolla
- University Avenue
- Hillcrest
- La Jolla Cove
- Mira Mesa

LA JOLLA

- La Jolla 858-6500
- Hillcrest 619-451-3060
- La Jolla Cove 619-451-3061
- Mira Mesa 858-6500

MEMBERSHIP

- Must be used at least twice a week. Admissions are charged extra. All programs are subject to change without notice.
- For more information, visit familyfitnesscenters.com or call 619-451-3060.
BILL TAKE SAN DIEGO
by steven saint
illustration by peter hannah

WHY WE WILL NEVER BE LIKE L.A.

We have been in La Jolla, and I can tell you, there is no other place like it. The beaches are beautiful, the people are friendly, and the atmosphere is relaxed. It's a place where you can escape from the hustle and bustle of city life.

But San Diego is not all beaches and sunshine. There is a serious side to this city, too. The economy is strong, with a diverse range of industries including defense, biotechnology, and tourism.

The city is also home to a vibrant arts and culture scene, with numerous museums and theaters. The San Diego Symphony is one of the finest in the country, and the city is the home of the San Diego Padres baseball team.

In conclusion, San Diego is a city that offers something for everyone. Whether you enjoy the beach or prefer the city life, this is a place where you can find what you're looking for.

SAN DIEGO WILL NEVER BE LIKE L.A.

IT CAN'T BE.

THERE'S NOT ENOUGH PEOPLE OR SPACE HERE.

The city is not as crowded as Los Angeles, and there is plenty of room to move around. You can get from one end of the city to the other in just a few minutes by car or public transportation.

And don't forget about the weather. San Diego has a mild, year-round climate that is perfect for outdoor activities. You can enjoy the sun and the sand all year long.

In short, San Diego is a unique and special place that is unlike any other city in the United States. It's a place where you can live a happy and fulfilling life.
ADULT ORPHANS

"But if you say anything against Jesus, he'll tell you to get out.

If Jesus ever had a sister, it would have been Mama."

CONTACT LENS SPECIAL

INCLUDES:
- Complete eye examination
- Lens evaluation & Order
- Pair of contact lenses for storage
- Bi-focal cards
- Full instructions & teaching
- Two-month care program
- Money-back guarantee

Daily Wear

- CooperVision

- $69

Extended Wear

- 3 & 4, 66

- $89

Brown Eyes Blue (moisturizing)

- $189

ASK ABOUT OUR NO-WAIT REPLACEMENTS

starting as low as $19.00 per lens

VISIONCARE

Minneapolis Center

573-6576

Downers Grove Center

1-800-658-7700

OVERSTOCK SALE

Solid Alder TV Cart

$49

Solid Pine Baby Changing Station

$159

Bathroom Vanity

$79

BOB HAYWOOD'S FURNITURE

FINISHED, UNFINISHED & KITCHEN CABINETS
F-state's love affair with a cow magazine and a pet, the cat on the p...
OUR PACIFIC BEACH STORE IS NOW TWICE THE SIZE!
Pacific Eyes & T's Grand Reopening of their exciting, “bigger” Promenade store.

All Stores!

GIGANTIC RAYBAN® SALE
SAVE 35%-50%

- San Diego's finest selection of Raybars by Bausch & Lomb
- An ever-expanding assortment of Wayfarers, Electric Street Neats, Metals, Olympians, Traditionals, Cats Sport Series and more.
- 100% ultraviolet protection
- Superior optical quality glass lenses
- Perfect for men and women
- Terrific for sports, all-purpose
  (Save good thru 10/31/88 at all locations)

Pacific Beach Store Only!

SAVE 40%
PACIFIC EYES FRENCH COLLECTION SUNGLASSES
- 100% UV protection
- Polarized lens
- Ideal for driving
- Terrific for men & women

With this coupon only through 10/31/88.

SAVE 30%
SERENGETI SUNGLASSES
- 100% UV protection
- Made expressly for driving
- Optical quality glass lenses
- Perfect for men & women

With this coupon only through 10/31/88.

60% OFF-$11.99 (orig. retail $39.99)
SWATCH® SUNGLASSES
- 100% UV protection
- Polarized lens
- Ideal for driving
- Terrific for men & women

With this coupon only through 10/31/88.

50% OFF
original price—Select group of
CHARGERS & PADRES T-SHIRTS & SWEATS
- Adult and youth

With this coupon only through 10/31/88.

50% OFF
original price—Select group of
MEN'S & WOMEN'S SHORTS
- Solids, prints
- Sash and Velcro lengths

With this coupon only through 10/31/88.

50% OFF
original price—Select group of
BEER T-SHIRTS & SWEATS
- Corona, Barettas & Jaymes, House A's, Sports Magazines and more

With this coupon only through 10/31/88.

SAVE 30%
effective stock of
HANES SWEATS
- T's and bottoms
- The best sweat shirt
- Fashion and basic colors
- Crewneck t's and elastic waist bottoms

With this coupon only through 10/31/88.

Pacific Eyes & T's
Shopping Carts Welcome! 858-8463
Old Town
858-8499
La Jolla
858-4447
Omni
858-8486
La Jolla Village
858-8442
La Jolla
858-4444
Chula Vista
858-4442
San Diego
858-8443
San Diego
858-8443
North County
858-4443
San Diego City
858-4443
North County Exchange
858-4443
Complete Care SOFT CONTACTS
NO HIDDEN CHARGES

INTRODUCING... THE FIRST DISPOSABLE CONTACT LENS

$185 complete
- 24 pairs of disposable lenses
- 1-year supply of TRANSPORT solution
- EACH PAIR COSTS $9.99

$109 TRAVEL PACK
- 6 pairs of disposable lenses
- 6 months supply of TRANSPORT solution
- EACH PAIR COSTS $11.99

$19 EXTRA
- NO EXTRA CHARGES

OCTOBERFEST SAVINGS ON HYUNDAIS

$999 on the way & all 999 must go by Barn! Must set & get 97 new 80 V or Oct. 31, 1998. No reasonable offer refused. No down required. 6-month lease at 80% of retail. Low down payment. Complete care only.

Examples:
- 999 Excel 999/month
  60 months, DF 599.00, C.O. 54.10, DAW $11.50.00.
  Cash down or trade cash $189.63, Ad. Pr. 437.63

- 999 Exec 999.00, D.A., 999/month
  60 months, DF 599.00, C.O. 54.10, D.W. $11.50.00.
  Cash down or trade cash $189.63, At A 12.75.

- 999 Exec 999.00, D.A., 999/month
  60 months, DF 599.00, C.O. 54.10, D.W. $11.50.00.
  Cash down or trade cash $189.63, At A 12.75.

- 999 Exec 999.00, D.A., 999/month
  60 months, DF 599.00, C.O. 54.10, D.W. $11.50.00.
  Cash down or trade cash $189.63, At A 12.75.

Call for free credit check

12 YEARS SAME LOCATION

COMPLETE CARE INCLUDES 85-YEAR WRITTEN GUARANTEE
- Professional exam, slit lamp, contact lens follow-up care
- Credit cards: MasterCard, Visa, American Express, Discover, and Bank of America
- Local delivery and pick-up service
- Complete care now only

NO WAIT REPLACEMENTS AS "24"HRS

DR. TED MECKLENBURG
566-4110

Call NOW

Frank Hyundai
2556 National City Blvd.
471-0024 471-2200

MILE OF CARS

At last... straight front teeth without 'braces'!!!

Don't be embarrassed by braces!

Now you can have the smile you've always wanted to be free of braces in just 4 to 12 months.

REMOVABLE ORTHO
donts designed for adults

- Social life isn't interrupted
- Braces and foam are virtually invisible
- Tongue-pleasing
- Insurance accepted

"COSMETIC BONDING" Correct the following tooth defects:
- Chips
- Discoloration
- Stain
- Tooth
- Tooth
- Tooth

$5,000 consultation (Reg. $25,000 Espeine 11/15/98)

Smile Designs by Dr. Raymond Naga
3714 Coldwater Canyon
San Diego 276-8903 - 270-2141

At last... straight front teeth without 'braces'!!!

Don't be embarrassed by braces!

Now you can have the smile you've always wanted to be free of braces in just 4 to 12 months.

REMOVABLE ORTHO
donts designed for adults

- Social life isn't interrupted
- Braces and foam are virtually invisible
- Tongue-pleasing
- Insurance accepted

"COSMETIC BONDING" Correct the following tooth defects:
- Chips
- Discoloration
- Stain
- Tooth
- Tooth
- Tooth

$5,000 consultation (Reg. $25,000 Espeine 11/15/98)

Smile Designs by Dr. Raymond Naga
3714 Coldwater Canyon
San Diego 276-8903 - 270-2141
Doubled Up

BY JOHN P. AGOSTINO

Last week the grand opening of the new Maritime Theatre at the New World in Westbury was held. The theatre, which is the new home of the Maritime Theatre Company, was designed by scenery designer Emile Chevres and lighting designer Stan Gottlieb. The opening night was attended by the cast and crew of the production, as well as many theater professionals. The production was a hit with the audience, and the reviews were overwhelmingly positive. The production was directed by John P. Agostino, who is a well-known director in the New York theatre community.

GET OFF YOUR DUFF, TAKE OFF YOUR SUNGLASSES

The Lenses

FUTONS OR FRAMES

A 4 CONTACT LENS CONNECTION

CALL US FOR PRICE QUOTES ON IMMEDIATE REPLACEMENTS

- 914-367-1000
- 914-367-1100
- 914-367-1200
- 914-367-1300

FREE SUNGLASSES with every pair of lenses purchased (Valentine's Day Special, 2/14/08) (Expires October 31, 2008)

- 8441 COLLEGE AVENUE
HOME FEDERAL CENTER
(Farmer of College and Main St.)
265-3900

- 1944 GARNET AVENUE
PACIFIC BEACH
(Former of Ocean and Pacific Ave.)
270-3203

HOURS MON-FRI: 10am-6pm, SAT: 10am-2pm

Supported and styled by "Studios of the World: A Paul Morabito Design," the production is set in a modern, contemporary setting. The costumes are designed by costume designer Carol Bergman, and the set is designed by set designer Michael Slobot. The production features a talented cast, including John P. Agostino, who plays the role of the lead character. The production is directed by John P. Agostino, who is a well-known director in the New York theatre community.

Thanksgiving Getaways

Puerto Vallarta

Only $328

(p.p., dbl occ) November 16-27

Holiday Inn

FUTONS OR FRAMES

"The Heights"

From $328


Hawaii - from $399

Thanksgiving in Lake Tahoe - 7 Day/6 Night, Only $450

(p.p., dbl occ) November 21-27

Thanksgiving in Ruidoso - 7 Day/6 night, Only $395

(p.p., dbl occ) November 21-27

Thanksgiving in Las Vegas - 7 Day/6 night, Only $395

(p.p.,dbl occ) November 21-27

Thanksgiving in Yosemite - 7 Day/6 night, Only $395

(p.p.,dbl occ) November 21-27

Plaza Tours

Tour

4 Day Luxury Tour

497-9317

5 Day/4 Night Tour

453 Plaza Blvd., National City

THE GREAT FRAME UP

Great Framing
Great Prices
Great Gallery
Great Location
Great Atmosphere
Great Selection
Great Service

All of The Great Frame Up

Merlin's load and receive 10% off any of our regular frames.
DANCE

TRANSLATIONS

The San Diego Symphony's Mostly Latin programs for the Performing Arts bring to the La Jolla Playhouse an unaccustomed multicultural program. A member of La Jolla Playhouse's Dance Company, Sekulenki Maria-Lucia Rosiello, is the Latin dance specialist and choreographer of the program. She is a native of Lima, Peru, and has been teaching and choreographing for over 20 years. She has performed with various Latin dance groups throughout the world, and her performances have been featured in numerous television and film productions.

The program features a mix of Latin dance styles, including Salsa, Mambo, Merengue, and Bachata. The dancers wear colorful, traditional Latin outfits, and the music is a blend of upbeat and rhythmic Latin beats. The performance is a celebration of Latin culture and dance, and it is sure to be a memorable experience for all those in attendance.

The program also includes a special segment of contemporary Latin dance, featuring dances with modern and experimental elements. The dancers showcase their skills and creativity, blending traditional Latin dance with innovative techniques and movements.

The program is a perfect combination of traditional and contemporary Latin dance, and it is sure to be a hit with audiences of all ages. It is a testament to the diversity and richness of Latin culture, and it is a great way to celebrate the unique and vibrant world of Latin dance.
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This ad has been paid for by the following health care professionals who thought you'd like to know just who is behind Proposition 106:
* Chiropractic Information Bureau of San Diego County
*  
* Dr. and Mrs. David Gassen, D.C.  
* George C. Georgaklis, D.D.S.  
* Dr. and Mrs. Leonard Goldberg, D.C.  
* John S. Kachia, M.D.  

OCTOBER 10, 1968
EVENTS THEATER
MUSIC & FILM

WITH THE FLOW

When Wright performed, "I'd get so I can dance and I'd be
getting ready to go out for the night."

A DISSENT SPEAKS

SHEET MUSIC - Saddled and lone-hearted for the film
In his new role as a writer, Donald
Wright brings a new perspective on
the music of the 1930s and 1940s.

THE WRIGHT STUFF

A collection of photographs by
Dolly Lanier;

FROM THIS AIR!

This is an excerpt from a
Let's "dance and sing along"
with the music of the 1930s
and 1940s. It's a celebration
of the music that shaped our
culture and continues to
influence us today.

October 12, 1984
bitter?

no, well-adjusted.

Don't be afraid of the Dark.

The United States Air Force Academy Band in Concert

Thursday, October 20
8:00 pm
Brown Chapel
Palmer Lounge
Colorado College
Colorado Springs, CO

For more information call 719-338-4387
NO ADMISSION CHARGE

MEET TERRY BROOKS

AT DOUBLEDAY BOOK SHOP
SATURDAY OCTOBER 15
1-2 PM

Doubleday Book Shop
Top Level Horton Plaza
659-9616

YOU MAY HAVE A PICASSO IN YOUR HOME AND NOT EVEN KNOW IT.

If it's true that you have to suffer to be an artist, then he automatically qualifies as a genius.

He was crippled for life while a boy. He left home when his father refused him the funds to study art. He died an alcoholic at 43. He's the artist who painted the murals at the San Diego Museum of Art.

WOMEN'S INTERNATIONAL VOLLEYBALL

JUST BACK FROM SEOUL!

USA vs JAPAN

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 22
7:30 PM
SDSU'S PETERSON GYM

Tickets on sale at all Telesets outlets (283-SEAT) and S.D. County branches of Great Western Bank $5.00 and $5.00 ($1.00 student discount)

SPONSORED BY

91X

FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL
692-4162

UCSD University Events & Student Activities and present

featuring

RANDEE of the REDWOODS

October 16, Sunday, 8:00 pm
Mandeville Auditorium
G.A. $9.50, Students $7.50

UCSD Box Office: 534-4559
DINNER CRUISE SPECIAL
JUST $29.95*

(On 883 price!)
All drinks included.
Complete Prime Rib Dinner
Live entertainment and dancing.
You're present, plus tax and tip. *Only $9.95 without dinner.
Call for reservations: 224-9555.
Enjoy a 2½ hour special cruise of San Diego Harbor at the same price we charged 5 years ago!

Hallowen Madness
Outrageous Parties Aboard the Schooner Invader
Costume and Dancing Contest • Prizes • Giveaways
FREE: Hair d'resses • Drink Specials
(must be 21 and over)

Chargers - Colts
Reggae Costume Party
8:30 pm-11:00 pm
Only $9.90*

Jazz Cruise
8:30 pm-11:00 pm
Only $9.90*

Saturday, October 29
KOW, FM
Costume Party
8:30 pm-11:00 pm
Only $9.20*

Sunday, October 30
KKOS
Rockin' Costume Party
8:00 pm-11:00 pm
Only $9.60*

Call 234-8687
Ship Location:
1666 N. Harbor Dr., San Diego

* (per person, tax and tip included)

Book Your Tickets with the Best Seat in the House
CHARGERS - COLTS
Reggae Costume Party
8:00 pm-11:00 pm
8:00 pm-11:00 pm
8:00 pm-11:00 pm

Slovak State Folk Ensemble

First Time in America
The Sensational

INVADER 1905 CRUISES
SAN DIEGO

*SCORPIONS*
* MICHAEL JACKSON *

van halen • anita baker

BOOKS • TICKETS

MORE THAN 100 NEW PUBLICATS
1452 17TH ST.
SAN DIEGO, CA 92101
815-0500

October 13, 1990

Call 234-8687
Ship Location:
1666 N. Harbor Dr., San Diego
READER'S GUIDE TO LOCAL EVENTS

FOR KIDS

"Thrilling the World" at The San Diego Museum of Man. This year the Children's Festival is a week-long celebration of discovery and adventure for kids of all ages. Festival includes 150 vendors, 100 performing and visual artists, and a live animated parade. For complete schedule see page 4B.

TV COMMERCIAL & VOICE-OVER TRAINING

ATTEND A FREE CLASS

Lionel Shue proves... "THREE'S A COMPANY" DON'T MISS YOUR FREE CLASS!

CALL FOR RESERVATION: RECEIVE OUR 16-PAGE NEWSLETTER FILLED WITH SUCCESS STORIES OF DMA GRADUATES

MUSEUMS

Le Jolla Museum of Contemporary Art: "The Living Room" exhibition. Opening. "The Living Room," an intimate and personal exhibit of photographs by Robert Mapplethorpe, is on display. Visit this exhibit to see the photographs of the famous posthumous collection of photographs by Kathy Auerbach and the late Robert Mapplethorpe. The show runs through January 31. The museum is open Tuesdays through Sundays from 11:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. Admission is free to the public. For more information, call 456-5111.

BURNED OUT?

Perhaps all you need is a relaxing escape to a mountain cabin with a picturesque lake at your feet. Or how about your own private plane to a secluded island in the South Pacific? Then again, you might prefer a gateway to an authentic turn-of-the-century Victorian bed and breakfast inn. All these plus more.

Dine & Dance

on the bay every Friday & Saturday night

Join the San Diego Harbor Excursions for an unforgettable evening on San Diego Bay. Our Victorian Sternwheeler "The Monterey" is the perfect setting for a variety of entertainment options, including dinner, dancing, or a"n"Trip Around the Bay" with a full open bar, live entertainment and spectacular city views. 234-4111

HARBOR EXCURSION

Harbor of San Diego

Excursion from the Bay of San Diego on Broadway at Harbor Drive on the embarcadero. Rest and are available for charters. The harbor of San Diego is a gateway to a wide variety of entertainment options, including dinner, dancing, or a "Trip Around the Bay" with a full open bar, live entertainment and spectacular city views. 234-4111
A young entrepreneur seminar will be held on October 22, 1988 at 3:30 PM at LMU Nazareth College. The seminar is open to students and is free.

Counselor and Alexander Ginzburg, co-founder of Young Entrepreneur Seminars, will discuss the seminar and answer questions. Ginzburg is a public relations consultant and has helped many businesses succeed.

For more information, call (310) 202-1234.
THE BEST OF FALL IS IN SEASON AT THE REP!

In the Lyceum Space
"SUNBIRD THEATRE...
Now at an unequalled location.

REMOVING LINCOLN'S

GLENFABY
glory, grace

DYNAMITE!

must be seen!

ORDER YOUR TICKETS TODAY CALL 235-0023
San Diego Repertory Theatre
232-4088 AT 5th & ELM

"The Case of the Quick Settlement...

By Michael Presser
"A Hilarious Farce!
Oct. 21 - Nov. 6, 1988
Join us for the Opening of Our 9th Successful Season
La Jolla Stage Company
Parker Community Auditorium
970 Health Street
P.O. Box 1625
(619) 459-7773
Season Subscriptions available

42ND STREET

STARLIGHT FEVER

UCSD University Events presents
UCSD Theatre's Pan Asian Repertory Theatre's

THE BOWERY THEATRE
235-0023
October 10 - November 18
On sale now at the Box Office or call 235-0023

Theatrical poetry

"Lively, sprightly, and funny." —The San Diego Union

"Ms. Poetry's witty, engaging style is as fresh as today's headlines." —The San Diego Union
Ouch, which none of us have been. People who live here are the ones who seem to be living. The people who live here are the ones who seem to be living.

William is in the company of his old college friend, Carl, who has just moved back to the city. William is hoping to get a job and start his own business. He is thinking about opening a restaurant. Carl, on the other hand, is working at a museum.

William is wearing his regular clothes and looks a bit untidy. Carl, on the other hand, is dressed very nicely and looks well-groomed.

William: Hi, Carl.
Carl: Hey, William. How's it going?
William: Not bad. I'm just trying to figure out what I want to do with my life.
Carl: Yeah, I know the feeling. I'm still trying to figure out what I want to do.

Carl shows William around the museum. William is impressed by the exhibits and the amount of history that is preserved there. Carl explains the history of the museum and how it was founded.

William: Wow, I didn't know there was so much history here.
Carl: Yeah, it's a really cool place.

William is inspired by the museum and decides that he wants to open his own museum someday. He is thinking about opening a museum about the history of music.

Carl: Hey, William. What are you thinking about doing?
William: I'm thinking about opening a museum about the history of music.
Carl: That sounds great. I think that would be a really cool idea.

William and Carl spend the rest of the day talking about their ideas and plans for the future.
Sea World and FM 104 KJOV Present
The Season's Grand Finale
THE SAN DIEGO JAZZ FESTIVAL

Featuring
ELLA FITZGERALD
JOE WILLIAMS
THE COUNT BASIE ORCHESTRA
Live at Sea World's Nautilus Amphitheater
Sunday, October 16, 7 p.m. (doors open at 6:30 p.m.)

Concert Dinner Package:
Enjoy the equivalent of dinner at the all-you-can-eat

catered dinner buffet at Sea World's Nautilus Pavilion $29.50 per person (includes concert entry).

\[ \text{Sea World} \]
\[ \text{FM 104 KJOV} \]

WHAT IS A KARAOKE BAR?
It's much more than a bar... it's fun for everyone. It's a bar where you sing along with your favorite hits from the 50s to the 80s. Choose from 300 songs on laser disc.

\[ \text{HAPPY HOUR} \]
Well Drinks & Complimentary Snacks

\[ \text{SATURDAY - OCTOBER 22 - 7:30 PM} \]
\[ \text{STARLIGHT BOWL - BALBOA PARK} \]

\[ \text{SUNDAY - OCTOBER 30 - 8 PM} \]
\[ \text{SYMPHONY HALL} \]
TIO LEO'S
NAPA - MORENA
Upper Boardwalk & Calle de Mayo
(619) 238-3505

FRONT RUNNER

THE RAWTONES

FRIDAYS]

STREET CORNER

MENAGE

MIGHTY PENGUINS

MESSAGeR

TIO LEO'S
SERAINE GUSE

MISSION HILL

EASY LISTENING

JINNAH WILLIAMS

VERNE TUCKER

BILL MULLEN

MARIO'S
GUITAR EXCHANGE
IS PROUD TO BRING SAN DIEGO
"THE APOCALYPTIC VISIONS" OF
ROBBEN FORD

IN PERSON
BLUES/JAZZ LEGEND
COMING IN NOVEMBER
CALL FOR DETAILS 294-4565

NOTICE: "LAST CHANCE" TO ENTER FOR FRANK'S HEAVY METAL SERIES STRATOCASTER

* No purchase to win.
just bring this entry slip to and get it signed by the new band boy on the block.

FRIDAYS]

TIO LEO'S
NPC MARKET

DEL MAR

OLD del mar CAFE

2780 Via de la Vida, San Diego 619-454-6220

DIGITECH DIGITAL EFFECT BACKING $379.00

CRYBABY Wah ODYSSEY MOTHER $479.50

ALL EMB PICKUPS 26% OFF

REH VIDEO BBD 49.95

MOTHERBOARD 79.95

Mark's Guitar Exchange

1167 West Boardwalk, Pacific Beach

The Olé, 1167 West Boardwalk, Pacific Beach
Towards the outer sands, the Olé has been a favorite hangout for many years. It's a great place to listen to live music and enjoy a cold drink or a meal. The Olé offers a variety of food options, including pizza, salad, and sandwiches. The bar is well-stocked with a variety of beers and wines, and there is a happy hour special every day from 3-7 PM. The Olé also has a dance floor, a pool table, and a ping pong table, making it a great place to socialize and have fun. Whether you're looking to relax with a drink or dance the night away, the Olé is a must-visit spot in Pacific Beach.
ANY DRINK

25¢

Every Wednesday from 9:00 pm-1:30 am at
THE METRO

In addition to these outrageous drink prices, we have the latest &
hottest dance music, guest DJs, wild videos on our huge big-screen
and a DJ request line.

THURSDAY • "THE GALLERY"

FRIDAY • "AKTIVITY"

SATURDAY • "80'S!

SUNDAY • "FX NIGHT"

1051 UNIVERSITY AVE • 255-2195
CURRENT MOVIES

The Alano Pascal Group and the Institute for Christian Ministries present the second annual series of
SPIRITUALITY AND THE CINEMA
All showings Friday at 7:00 pm—Discussions following film (where noted)

October 14 • My Night at Maud's • France/1970

October 21 • Vida/landa • Spain/1981

October 28 • Devil's Playground • Australia/1976

November 4 • Ordet • Denmark/1954

November 11 • Therese • France/1986

November 18 • The Gospel According to St. Matthew • Italy/1964

November 25 • Devil • India/1980

December 2 • Salesman • United States/1969

Films will be screened in Hall 106 on the campus of the University of San Diego, Alcala Park. There is a $2.00 admission charge. Parking is available.

Ladies...
Tired of being football widows? Come meet your San Diego Chargers and improve your football I.Q.

SPORTS i.Q.

CALL TODAY FOR A SEAT 270-1244

HORSEBACK RIDING

100s of rare and exotic birds to choose from. Free seminars Monday through Friday

DO NOT BE FRIGHTENED!

CALL 250-4050

CARLSBERG LIGHT

WE IMPORTED NOT THE CALORIES...

A COPENHAGEN PRODUCTION
CURRENT MOVIES

BIRD PROCLAIMS EASTWOOD A MAJOR AMERICAN DIRECTOR.

"BIRD" is a loving tribute to a hero of mine. The director, however, I've felt was a hero for a long time. The performances are wonderful, especially by Sean Young and Mark Harmon. The musical score is also very nice. Overall, a great movie!

JACK HANSON

EXCLUSIVE ENGAGEMENT STARTS FRIDAY

UA HORTON PLAZA
North Terrace Place, Level 3 - 234-4661

CURRENT MOVIES

It's not just new. It's ULTIMA.

SPECIAL OFFER

SAVE 40%

The ULTIMA 91S drawing table features a hard, non-skid surface with a simple, yet effective design. The table is made of high-quality materials, ensuring durability and longevity. It is easily adjustable for height and can be used by both adults and children. The drawing table comes with a set of basic tools, including a pencil, eraser, and ruler. The table is available in two colors: black and white. This offer is valid for a limited time, so act fast!

THE FINE ART STORE

WE TAKE THE PHOTO FOR YOU!

READER'S PHOTO CLASSIFIEDS

Every week in Section 3:

See Instructions at the corner of Section 3.
PUBLIC NOTICE:

PROGRESSIVE MOBILE ELECTRONICS is in the midst of CONSTRUCTION and EXPANSION... and WE NEED SPACE! Save BIG on EVERYTHING in Stock During... PROGRESSIVE'S UNDER CONSTRUCTION SALE!

**COMPLETE CAR STEREO WITH AM/FM CASSETTE AND A PAIR OF 4" OR 6 x 9 SPEAKERS**
NOW ONLY $99

**CAR STEREOS**
- Sony In-Dash AM/FM Cassette: $195
- Sony In-Dash AM/FM/Cassette: $225
- Becker Washington Full Feature Cassette: $399
- Technicolor AM/FM Cassette: $199
- H.C. Corp. AM/FM Cassette: $179
- Technicolor In-Dash AM/FM Cassette: $239
- Sony AM/FM Cassette: $250
- Optional AM/FM Cassette: $50

**SOUNDSTREAM AM/FM CASSETTES FREE INSTALLATION**
- Expert Radio Repair with PROGRESSIVE's FAMOUS SAME DAY SERVICE

**CAR ALARMS**
- Clifford Alarm Door Activated: $79
- Pro/Arm Alarm: $99
- Sentry 6001: $99
- Sentry 601: $99
- Sentry 6001: $99
- Pro/Arm Full Adjustable: $99
- Ignition Delay: $99
- Arms or Alarm on Ignition: $99
- Auto-Page: $99
- Alarm on Ignition: $99
- Anti-Theft System: $99
- Anti-Theft System: $99
- Anti-Theft System: $99

**CELLULAR PHONES**
- Full Spectrum Cellular Phone: $495
- 30 Number Memory: $495
- Auto-Page: $495
- Call Back Line: $495

**CAR SPEAKERS**
- Audiocore C40/A 6/1" speakers: $29
- Audiocore C40/B 6/1" speakers: $29
- Audiocore C40/C 6/1" speakers: $29
- Audiocore C40/D 6/1" speakers: $29
- Audiocore C40/E 6/1" speakers: $29
- Audiocore C40/F 6/1" speakers: $29
- Audiocore C40/G 6/1" speakers: $29
- Audiocore C40/H 6/1" speakers: $29
- Audiocore C40/I 6/1" speakers: $29
- Audiocore C40/J 6/1" speakers: $29
- Audiocore C40/K 6/1" speakers: $29
- Audiocore C40/L 6/1" speakers: $29
- Audiocore C40/M 6/1" speakers: $29
- Audiocore C40/N 6/1" speakers: $29
- Audiocore C40/O 6/1" speakers: $29
- Audiocore C40/P 6/1" speakers: $29
- Audiocore C40/Q 6/1" speakers: $29
- Audiocore C40/R 6/1" speakers: $29
- Audiocore C40/S 6/1" speakers: $29
- Audiocore C40/T 6/1" speakers: $29
- Audiocore C40/U 6/1" speakers: $29
- Audiocore C40/V 6/1" speakers: $29
- Audiocore C40/W 6/1" speakers: $29
- Audiocore C40/X 6/1" speakers: $29
- Audiocore C40/Y 6/1" speakers: $29
- Audiocore C40/Z 6/1" speakers: $29
- Audiocore C40/A 6/1" speakers: $29
- Audiocore C40/B 6/1" speakers: $29
- Audiocore C40/C 6/1" speakers: $29
- Audiocore C40/D 6/1" speakers: $29
- Audiocore C40/E 6/1" speakers: $29
- Audiocore C40/F 6/1" speakers: $29
- Audiocore C40/G 6/1" speakers: $29
- Audiocore C40/H 6/1" speakers: $29
- Audiocore C40/I 6/1" speakers: $29
- Audiocore C40/J 6/1" speakers: $29
- Audiocore C40/K 6/1" speakers: $29
- Audiocore C40/L 6/1" speakers: $29
- Audiocore C40/M 6/1" speakers: $29
- Audiocore C40/N 6/1" speakers: $29
- Audiocore C40/O 6/1" speakers: $29
- Audiocore C40/P 6/1" speakers: $29
- Audiocore C40/Q 6/1" speakers: $29
- Audiocore C40/R 6/1" speakers: $29
- Audiocore C40/S 6/1" speakers: $29
- Audiocore C40/T 6/1" speakers: $29
- Audiocore C40/U 6/1" speakers: $29
- Audiocore C40/V 6/1" speakers: $29
- Audiocore C40/W 6/1" speakers: $29
- Audiocore C40/X 6/1" speakers: $29
- Audiocore C40/Y 6/1" speakers: $29
- Audiocore C40/Z 6/1" speakers: $29

**SAVER ON...**
- CUSTOM WORK SPEAKER CABINETS
- HIDDEN SPEAKERS

**PROGRESSIVE**
MOBILE ELECTRONICS
EL CAJON
588-4733
480 N. JOHNSON
OPEN 7 DAYS

SPORTS ARENA
295-8565
3035 MOORE

---

All items subject to prior sale. While supplies last. Some items are one-of-a-kind and others, see store for details.
READER'S GUIDE TO RESTAURANTS

Don't Let This Price Sail By!
$57,500

MONTIBELLO

Don't be fooled by the small size of this property. It has a large potential for development. It is located in the heart of Montebello. $450,000

LA MESA

Here's your chance to own a beautiful home in La Mesa. It has 4 bedrooms and 3 bathrooms. $369,000

SAN DIEGO

This recently renovated home is located in the heart of San Diego. It has 3 bedrooms and 2 bathrooms. $475,000

NORTH COASTAL

Beautiful home located in the North Coastal area. It has 4 bedrooms and 3 bathrooms. $599,000

GRAND OPENING SPECIAL

LIVE MAINE LOBSTER

9.95

Offer good thru Dec 31st.

Try our famous "Slipper Tails," the rave of San Diego's restaurant reviewers

$9.95 Mexican Style LOBSTER

For a limited time! Fresh

Cafe y Cantina

$9.95

Extensive menu...

San Diego's Best Breakfast!

For a limited time! Fresh

6690 Mission Gorge Road (at Fries Road)
Dial LOB-STER (562-7837)
TWO FOR ONE HIBACHI DINNER

ALL YOU CAN EAT SUSHI

ROBE MISONO
Hibachi Steak House

DAYLIGHT DINNER SAVINGS TIME

Aloha Louie's SUNSET SPECIAL

OUR HUMBLE THANKS TO ELEANOR WIDMER

VEGETARIAN DINNER

OUR NOT-SO-HUMBLE COUPON-SO-YOU'LL GIVE-Us-A-TRY:

FRESH FISH FIESTA

La Estancia Inn

International Award-Winning Cuisine
FABULOUS FUTONS

CONTEMPO LOUNGE
The Olga Lounger, famous for its comfort, comfort. choice of fabrics and colors. $195

SIX Inch COTTON FUTONS FROM $89
MANY SIZES AND COLORS AVAILABLE. FIVE AND EIGHT INCH THICK ALSO AVAILABLE.

THE SWING FRAME
Full size $225
Twin $205

FIESTA CONVERTIBLE
$165

THE SAMURAI SLEEPER
Twin size $125
Queen size $155

FOAM FLIP-OUTS
Perfect for unexpected guests, easily set out of the way. $59

ALSO SPECIALIZING IN
Recliners
Beds
Mirrors
Chairs

FALL FRAME SPECTACULAR
CELEBRATING OUR NEW NORTH COUNTY LOCATION IN OCEANSIDE

PRICES GOOD AT ALL LOCATIONS

THE BEST PRICES ON THE LARGEST SELECTION OF QUALITY FUTONS AND FUTON FRAMES IN SAN DIEGO.